CENTRAL LANE 9-1-1 PUBLIC ADVISORY
October 17, 2014
For further information, contact:
Melinda McLaughlin, APR, Public Information Director, at 541.682.5124
John Hankemeier, Public Information Coordinator, at 541.682.5197

Non-emergency Line Equipment Delay – Directions for Public Calls

Central Lane 9-1-1’s NON-emergency line (541-682-5111) has an equipment issue with a delay in access to the phone tree. When people call that line, 541-682-5111, they will get silence for about 45 seconds. If you call that line, please sit through the 45 seconds of silence, because you will get into the phone tree. Don’t call 9-1-1 unless you have an emergency.

Central Lane estimates the problem will be resolved by Monday, October 20. Thank you for your patience while we fix this issue.

There are no problems with the emergency 9-1-1 lines.
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